D.NAV

Deloitte funds audit tool
Quality and innovation for our clients

Quality and innovation
through technology
In the investment management industry, reliance on data is key to success. New data
technologies enable us to transform the way we execute our Audits. In designing D.NAV, our
audit tool, we aimed not only at optimizing the quality and consistency of our audits but also to
put a true emphasis on the value-added to your business.
•• Automated data capture
capabilities significantly reduce
time spent on data provision

Automated data
capture

•• Data integrity checks and
systematic controls performed
by D.NAV guarantee an efficient
and effective audit process and
hence an increased level of
assurance

•• Observations, insights and
observed trends are shared with
you.
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•• Audit results including material
observations and potential
operational weaknesses are
shown on the D.NAV dashboard
and will be further analysed by
your audit team.
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DATABASE

NAV based fees - Ratio analysis Independent valuation - Performance fee analytics Share class analytics - Audit scoping - Materiality FS reconciliation - Custodian reconciliation

ENHANCED
AUDIT QUALITY

DEEP
INSIGHTS

With D.NAV, we capture and manage your data in a more efficient way, and perform systematic
controls which result in the identification of outliers or of areas of audit interest. We focus our
analysis and testing on these areas, be it in a yearly audit or in a continuous process.

D.NAV brings audit to a higher level with the inclusion of audit analytics techniques ranging
from NAV based expense testing to foreign exchange hedging. Further, D.NAV embeds
visualization features that enables us to monitor the progress and results of our audits.

EXCHANGE TRADED
FUNDS
•• Calculation of tracking
error against benchmark
•• Analysis of tracking error
by nature

SHARE CLASS ANALYTICS
•• Errors in performance
attribution to share classes
•• FX Hedging inefficiencies
and errors
•• Expense allocation errors

Finally D.NAV generates valuable insights and trends that we can share with you.

D.NAV The smart Funds
Audit tool for Deloitte
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